TTC staining of damaged brain areas after MCA occlusion in the rat does not constrict quantitative gene and protein analyses.
In models of ischemic stroke, TTC (2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride) staining is commonly applied for the fast and reliable visualization of hypoxic brain tissue and for defining the size of cerebral infarction and penumbra. Deciphering molecular processes of pathogenesis within the penumbra is of particular interest for the development of therapeutic strategies. The aim of this study was to assess whether TTC-stained tissues can easily and in a reliable quantitative manner be processed for further molecular and biochemical analyses. We applied phenol-based RNA isolation, protein lysis by conventional RIPA buffer, and combined RNA/protein isolation with NucleoSpinRNA/Protein-Kit. Gene and protein expression analyses were performed by RT-rtPCR and Western-blotting. Middle cerebral arteria occlusion (MCAO) in rats was performed following a standardized experimental procedure. After MCAO, TTC staining revealed massive cell death in cortical and sub-cortical areas. TTC processing did not affect the quality of tissue RNA and protein. The expression of housekeeping and regulatory genes and proteins revealed no difference between control and TTC-stained groups. The expression of known stroke-regulated genes such as TNFalpha and IL1beta revealed similar induction profiles after TTC staining as described in the literature. TTC staining allows the precise delineation of lesioned and primarily non-lesioned brain areas for subsequent dissection of selected tissue pieces for molecular analysis. Our study demonstrates that TTC-stained tissues in stroke animal models can be used for quantitative gene and protein expression analyses without constriction. Pathomechanisms of ongoing tissue damage within the penumbra region can now be investigated in detail.